Abstract-In communication networks, such as the Internet or mobile ad-hoc networks, the actions taken by intermediate nodes or links are typically hidden from the communicating endpoints; all the endpoints can observe is whether or not the end-to-end transmission was successful. Therefore, in the absence of incentives to the contrary, rational (i.e., selfish) intermediaries may choose to forward messages at a low priority or simply not forward messages at all. Using a principal-agent model, we show how the hidden-action problem can be overcome through appropriate design of contracts in both the direct (the endpoints contract with each individual router directly) and the recursive (each router contracts with the next downstream router) cases. We further show that, depending on the network topology, perhop or per-path monitoring may not necessarily improve the utility of the principal or the social welfare of the system.
I. INTRODUCTION
C OMMUNICATION networks such as the Internet or mobile ad-hoc networks are deployed, operated and used by multiple parties with diverse economic interests. The performance of these systems is governed by interactions among self-interested parties with varying degrees of cooperation and competition. It is therefore important for the analysis and design of network systems and protocols to take economic self-interest into account. Researchers have embraced game theory as a powerful tool for understanding the effect of cooperation and for building networks in which selfish agents engage in cooperative behavior.
In this paper we study the problem of selfish behavior in network routing, or more precisely, message forwarding. Endpoints wishing to communicate over a network rely on intermediate nodes to forward messages from the sender to the receiver. In settings where the intermediaries are independent agents, e.g., individual devices in mobile ad-hoc networks, peers in peer-to-peer networks, autonomous systems in the Internet, an incentive problem arises. The intermediaries may incur significant communication and computation costs in message forwarding without deriving any direct benefit from doing so. Consequently, a rational, i.e., utility maximizing, intermediary may engage in one of two types of misbehaviors.
First, it may misreport some private information it might possess, e.g., channel loss rate, transit cost, to maximize its profit from forwarding messages, or to avoid forwarding messages altogether. Second, it may forward the messages at a low priority or not forward the messages at all. This individually rational behavior may lead to suboptimal system performance.
Algorithmic mechanism design (AMD) [19] , [7] , [8] provides a mathematical framework to study the problem of hidden information, focusing on the design of mechanisms that extract private information from rational agents. On the other hand, the problem of hidden action has received limited formal treatment in the networking literature.
Various payment-based and reputation-based incentive mechanisms have been proposed to mitigate selfish behavior in message forwarding [6] , [4] , [20] , [14] , [30] , [28] . However, the actions of the intermediaries are often hidden from the endpoints. In many cases, the endpoints can only observe whether or not a message has reached the destination, and cannot attribute failure to a specific node or link on the path. Even if some form of monitoring mechanism allows the endpoints to pinpoint the location of the failure, they may still be unable to attribute the cause of failure to either the deliberate action of the intermediary, or to some external factors beyond its control, such as network congestion, channel interference, or data corruption.
This problem of hidden action arises in a variety of network contexts. In Internet routing, neither ex ante nor post hoc information is provided about the fate of packets. While lack of assurances enables flexibility, the lack of accountability also enables IP routers to delay or drop packets for a variety of reasons without notification of the endpoints. Hidden-action also arises in mobile ad hoc networks, where devices may strategically drop packets to conserve their constrained energy resources, or in a variety of application-layer overlay networks such as distributed hash tables (DHTs) [22] , [23] , peer-to-peer networks for file-sharing, resilient routing [1] , and anonymous routing [12] . The highly dynamic memberships and topologies of these networks make monitoring extremely difficult.
The problem of hidden action is hardly unique to networks. Also known as moral hazard, this problem has long been of interest in the economics literature concerning information asymmetry, incentive and contract theory, and agency theory [17] . Holmstrom [13] has first identified the problem of moral hazard in production teams, and many subsequent works on team incentives followed [24] , [21] , [16] , [29] . We follow this literature by formalizing the problem as a principal-agent model, where a principal motivates a team of strategic agents to exert costly effort on his behalf, but their actions are hidden from him.
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First, we quantify the effect of network topology on the utility loss by the principal due to hidden action. In sequentiallinks topologies, the principal incurs no loss due to his inability to observe individual actions. Thus, employing any kind of monitoring mechanism within the network has no impact on the principal's utility. In contrast, in parallel-links topologies, the principal incurs some loss due to hidden action, and can therefore improve his utility from obtaining per-link monitoring information. Yet, in parallel-paths topologies, perpath information already provides the principal with all the information needed to achieve the highest possible utility. In this case, per-link information yields no additional utility to the principal. However, per-link monitoring provides a dominant strategy equilibrium, which is a stronger solution concept than the Nash equilibrium achievable in the absence of monitoring.
Second, we show that it is possible to implement the contracts either directly (between the principal and each of the agents individually) or recursively (where the principal contracts with its downlink agent, who in turn contracts with its downlink agent, etc.) The relative performance of recursive contracts versus direct contracts is influenced not just by the network topology, but also by the loss rate.
Third, we show that in scenarios that are characterized by both hidden action and hidden information, appropriate design of contracts can induce a Nash equilibrium in which all agents truthfully reveal their private information and also exert the desired level of effort.
Finally, we consider a quality of service (QoS) model, where the agents can choose to forward messages at different effort levels. In this case, successful message delivery can be accomplished even if the agents do not engage in the highest effort level, but the probability of success is diminished. Then, we show that the principal incurs a utility loss due to hidden action, even in sequential-links topologies, and this can be attributed to the problem of free-riding.
II. MODEL
We develop a principal-agent model, where the principal is a pair of communication endpoints that wish to communicate over a multi-hop network, and the agents are the links that lie on the path between the endpoints, and are capable of forwarding messages between them. We choose to model the links as agents for consistency with the literature and for a more elegant exposition, but our results can be generalized for a model where the nodes are the agents.
The principal (who in practice can be either the sender, the receiver, or both) makes individual take-it-or-leave-it offers (contracts) to the agents. If the contracts are accepted, the agents choose their actions to maximize their expected payoffs based on the payment schedule of the contract.
We assume that all participants are risk neutral and that standard assumptions about the global observability of the final outcome and the enforceability of payments by guaranteeing parties hold.
For simplicity, we assume that each agent has only two possible actions; one involving significant effort and one involving little effort.
We denote the action choice of agent i by a i ∈ {0, 1}, where a i = 0 and a i = 1 stand for the low-effort and higheffort actions, respectively. Each action is associated with a cost (to the agent) C(a i ), and we assume:
We also normalize C(a i = 0) to be zero, and denote the higheffort cost by c i , so C(a i = 0) = 0 and C(a i = 1) = c. That is, C(a i ) = c i a i .
The utility of agent i, denoted by u i , is a function of the payment it receives from the principal (s i ), the action it takes (a i ), and the cost it incurs (c i ), as follows:
The outcome is denoted by x ∈ {x G , x B }, where x G stands for the "Good" outcome in which the packet reaches the destination, and x B stands for the "Bad" outcome in which the packet is dropped before it reaches the destination. The outcome is a function of the vector of actions taken by the agents on the graph, a = (a 1 , ..., a n ) ∈ {0, 1} n , and the loss rate on the channels, denoted by k. The benefit of the sender from the outcome is denoted by w(x), where:
The utility of the sender is consequently:
The principal motivates the agents by offering a set of contracts, putting the agents on an equilibrium point of the induced game. Unless otherwise stated, we restrict attention to the case in which the principal induces all agent to exert effort 1 . In order to induce an agent i to exert effort, the principal needs to satisfy the following two constraints for that agent: IR Individual rationality (participation constraint) 2 : the expected utility of the agent from participation should (weakly) exceed 0. IC Incentive compatibility: the expected utility of the agent from exerting high-effort should (weakly) exceed its expected utility from exerting low-effort. In some scenarios, it is also reasonable to impose the limited liability (LL) constraint, which states that the agents never pay the principal. We later discuss the implications of this constraint.
Throughout the paper we deal with various network topologies, such as sequential links, parallel links and parallel paths. When two links are parallel, their actions are assumed to be taken simultaneously, and we use the Nash equilibrium solution concept. are assumed to be taken sequentially, and the corresponding solution concept is the subgame perfect equilibrium. In the remainder of this paper we refer to both equilibria simply as equilibrium points, where the specific solution concept can be inferred from the context.
In some network scenarios, the topology and costs are common knowledge. That is, the sender knows in advance the structure of the graph that connects the source and the destination, and the cost of each edge of the graph. In other routing scenarios, the sender does not have this a priori information. We discuss the implications of unknown topologies and costs in the context of hidden actions. We also distinguish between direct contracts, where the principal signs an individual contract with each agent, and recursive contracts, where each agent enters a contractual relationship with its downstream agent.
The proofs that do not appear in the body of the paper appear in the Appendix.
III. OPTIMAL CONTRACTS UNDER HIDDEN ACTIONS
In this section we analyze scenarios in which the topology and the costs are common knowledge. We consider agents who decide whether to drop (a = 0) or forward (a = 1) packets, and distinguish between results under different topologies.
Since the principal observes only the final outcome (i.e., whether the packet has reached the destination or not), he can make the payment schedule to each agent contingent on the final outcome, x, as follows:
The timeline of this scenario is shown in figure 1 . That is, the principal designs and announces the payments of success and failure, and the agents accept or reject the contract according to the announced contract. The principal then sends the packet, the agents decide whether to drop or forward the packet, and the principal pays the agents, based on the contract, after he observes whether the packet reached the destination or not. Given a per-hop loss rate of k < 1, the probability that a packet is successfully delivered along a link i is given by:
where x G i denotes a successful transmission on link i. That is, if a i = 1, the packet is successfully delivered along link i with probability 1 − k, and if a i = 0, link i necessarily fails. This model is used throughout the whole paper, except for 
A. Sequential Links
We begin with the case in which the agents are placed in a sequential path from the source node to the destination node, as shown in Figure 2 (a). For presentation clarity, we first assume that all agents have the same cost function, though we relax this assumption later.
When all the agents exert effort, the probability of a successful delivery is given by:
The following proposition shows that in the optimal contract that induces all agents to exert effort, the expected payment to each link equals to its expected cost. Thus, a sender who wishes to send traffic through a path of sequential links does not lose utility (in expectation) from his inability to monitor the individual actions.
Proposition 3.1: In sequential-links scenarios, under the optimal contract that induces a Nash equilibrium in which all the agents exert high-effort, the expected payment to each link is the same as its expected cost, with the following payment schedule:
Proof: The IC and IR constraints for each agent i can be expressed as follows:
This constraint says that the expected utility from forwarding is not lower than its expected utility from dropping, given that all subsequent links forward as well.
This constraint says that the expected utility from participating is not lower than zero (his reservation utility), given that all other links forward.
Based on Eq. 1, the above constraints can be expressed as follows:
In the case of sequential links, both constraints bind at the optimal contract. Solving the two equations, we obtain the solution that is presented in Eqs. 2 and 3, as required. We next prove that the expected payment to a link equals its expected cost in equilibrium. The expected cost of link i is its transit cost multiplied by the probability that it faces this cost (i.e., the probability that the message reaches link i),
The expected payment that link i receives is:
Note that the expected payment to a link decreases as the link is located closer to the destination due to the asymmetric distribution of risk. The closer the link is to the destination, the lower the probability that a packet will fail to reach the destination, resulting in the lower payment made to the link. The expected payment by the principal is:
The expected payment made by the principal depends not only on the total cost on the path, but also on the length of the path (i.e., the number of agents on the path). We next study the effect of the path length on the principal's utility, assuming all other things equal. That is, we compare the principal's utility in two scenarios that have different length (number of links), but equal probability of success and equal total cost. Interestingly enough, we find that longer paths should be preferred over shorter ones.
Proposition 3.2: Given two paths with respective lengths of n 1 and n 2 , per-hop transit costs of c 1 and c 2 , and per-hop loss rates of k 1 and k 2 , such that:
the expected principal's utility in the longer path is higher than his expected utility in the shorter path.
B. Parallel Links
In some scenarios the sender may elect to send multiple copies of the packets along disjoint paths. For example, multipath routing [11] refers to routing techniques in which multiple copies of the message are sent through multiple paths in order to increase the likelihood of reliable data delivery. Multipath routing for fault tolerance has been studied, for example, in the contexts of high-speed networks [18] and wireless networks. We begin our discussion with the simplest topology of disjoint paths, which already gives us some insights regarding the effect of the topology in our model. This topology is composed of n parallel links from the source to the destination, as demonstrated in Figure 2(b) . In contrast to the sequentiallinks topology, where agents have different information when they decide which actions to take, here, all the agents act simultaneously, based on no prior information.
We assume that the principal sends a copy of the message on each of the links, but observes only whether the delivery was successful. A successful delivery means that at least one copy has reached the destination. Upon a successful delivery, all the agents receive the high payments. Otherwise, they all get the low payments 3 . The probability of a successful delivery when all n agents forward the packet is given by:
It turns out that unlike the sequential-links topology, the limited liability (LL) constraint has a qualitative effect on the results. Recall that the limited liability constraint states that agents never pay the principal. i.e., for any i, s
In contrast, if the limited liability constraint is not imposed, the payments can take any value; in particular, S G i may be negative.
Proposition 3.3:
In the parallel-links scenario, under the optimal contract that induces high-effort behavior from all intermediate edges in a Nash Equilibrium, the expected payment to each link exceeds its expected cost if the limitedliability constraint is imposed, and equals to its expected cost otherwise.
This result suggests that in the parallel-links scenario, if the LL constraint is imposed, the principal pays each agent more than its cost. However, if the principal is allowed to impose penalty upon a failure, then paying each agent exactly its expected cost is possible. The intuition for this result is that when the message can reach the destination through other paths, it brings the possibility for agents to free ride on each others' efforts without bearing the risk to receive a lower payment. In this case, additional payment is required to avoid the free-riding problem. If, however, the LL constraint is not imposed and s B i < 0, it is still possible to deter agent i from dropping the message with a payment schedule that satisfies
In the remainder of this paper, we assume that the LL constraint is imposed, thus s B i = 0. This is a standard assumption in much of the principal-agent literature, since otherwise, the principal does not lose utility from his inability to observe individual actions. In addition, when the LL constraint is imposed, the IC constraint is always binding. That is, a payment schedule that satisfies the IC constraint also satisfies the IR constraint. Thus, in the remainder of the paper, we restrict attention to the IC constraint.
IV. THE EFFECT OF MONITORING
In Section III we assumed that the principal can only observe the final outcome. i.e., whether the packet has reached the destination or not. This assumption might fit some communication protocols, while others may provide the principal with more information about the intermediate outcomes within the network. In this section, we study the effect of various levels of monitoring under different topologies.
One can think of several levels of monitoring. Obviously, if individual actions are observable, then paying each agent its cost if it exerts effort ensures cooperative behavior. If only the final outcome is observable, then the principal may need to pay each agent more than its expected cost, depending on the topology, as concluded in the previous section. Between observing individual actions and observing only the final outcome, there are various intermediate levels of monitoring. For example, in a network that is composed of multiple parallel paths (see Figure 3 ), there may be several possible levels of monitoring. The sender may learn only whether the packet has reached the destination or not. He might also gain information regarding the number of copies reaching the destination. Yet more specific, he may learn through which paths copies of the packet arrived. In this section we study the effect of the monitoring level on the optimal contract in different topologies.
A. Sequential Links
Per-hop information broadens the set of mechanisms the principal can use. A natural mechanism for the principal is to make the payment schedule contingent on the individual outcome (i.e., arrival to the next hop). Can such flexibility be of use to a principal wishing to induce an equilibrium in which all intermediate edges forward the packet? Proposition 4.1: In the sequential-links topology, the principal derives the same expected utility whether it obtains perhop monitoring information or not.
This result is specific to the model in which an agent that does not exert effort fails with certainty (for a different model, see Section VI). Under this assumption, a message can reach the destination only if all the agents exert effort in forwarding, therefore, per-hop monitoring cannot help. The following example demonstrates that per-hop monitoring does not improve the principal's expected utility. otherwise) yields the same expected utility to the principal as one that makes the payments contingent on arrival to the destination.
While the expected total payment is the same with or without monitoring, the solution concept is different. If no monitoring is used, the strategy profile of a i = 1 ∀i is a Nash equilibrium, which means that no agent has an incentive to deviate unilaterally from the strategy profile, given that the other agents exert effort. In contrast, with the use of monitoring, the action chosen by node i is independent of the other agents' forwarding behavior. Therefore, monitoring provides us with a dominant strategy equilibrium, which is a stronger solution concept than Nash equilibrium 4 .
B. Parallel Links
In Section III we learned that the expected payment to each agent exceeds its expected cost. How would per-hop monitoring affect this result? The following proposition shows that when per-hop monitoring is available, the principal obtains a higher utility since he can achieve a contract in which each agent receives an expected payment that is equal to its expected cost. This result holds independent of the topology. 
C. Parallel Paths
We next analyze the effect of monitoring in topologies with parallel paths between the source and the destination. If the sender can observe only whether the packet has reached the destination or not, the hidden-action problem entails some loss to the principal, as in the parallel-links scenario (see Section IV-B above). Obviously, monitoring the individual (per-hop) outcomes would be beneficial to the sender in this case. Yet, the following proposition shows that per-path monitoring (i.e., obtaining information regarding which paths successfully delivered the message) provides the sender with the same expected utility as per-hop monitoring. Thus, if the protocol provides per-path information, obtaining per-hop information yields no additional utility to the principal. This result is a simple integration of Proposition 3.1 and Claim 4.2.
Proposition 4.4:
In parallel-paths topologies, the principal obtains the same expected utility under per-hop monitoring or per-path monitoring.
V. RECURSIVE CONTRACTS
The focus so far was on direct contracts, where the principal contracts directly with each agent on the network and pays it directly. In recursive contracts, the principal contracts only with its direct neighbors (i.e., downstream routers), which in turn contract with their direct neighbors, and so on, all the way to the destination. Each agent contracts with its downstream agent once it receives the message, and makes the payment contingent on the final outcome. In this section, we study the effect of recursive contracts on the utility of the principal.
A. Sequential Links
When the principal designs a contract for the first agent, he should take into account the incentives that the first agent needs to provide to the second agent, etc., all the way to 
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where:
Recall that in the direct case, the expected payment is (see Equation 8 ):
Substituting n = 2, we get: which is equal to the expected total payment under recursive contracts. Since the expected benefit is equal as well, equal total payments also imply equal utility. We next prove that this is a general result.
Proposition 5.2:
In sequential-links scenarios, the expected principal's utility under the optimal direct contract is equal to that under the optimal recursive contract.
The intuition behind this result is that the agents in this scenario must provide appropriate incentives for their downstream agents, otherwise the message will not reach the destination with certainty.
Note that like in direct payments, the expected payment is not affected solely by the total payment on the path, but also by the topology. Therefore, while the principal only needs to communicate with the first link on the forwarding path and does not have to know the identities of the other links, it still needs to know the length of the path and the links' individual transit costs.
B. Other Network Topologies
We next show that the result obtained for sequential-links topologies cannot be extended to general topologies. That is, a recursive design of the contract is more expensive for the principal than a direct contract. Consider, for example, the topology given in Figure 3 .
Claim 5.3: For the parallel-paths topology given in figure 3 , a recursive contract that induces all agents to exert effort is more expensive than a direct contract.
The next example demonstrates that for some network topologies, the relative performance of recursive contracts depend on the loss rate. Consider the network topology depicted in Figure 4 , and suppose that the sender wishes to design a recursive contract that induces all three agents exert effort.
Claim 5.4:
In the topology given in figure 4 , there exists k ∈ (0, 1), such that for any k > k , the principal achieves the same expected utility under direct and recursive contracts, and for any k ≤ k , the principal achieves a lower expected utility under the best recursive contract.
VI. QUALITY-OF-SERVICE (QOS) ROUTING
So far, we have considered the agents' strategy space to be limited to the drop and forward actions. In this section, we consider a variation of the model where the agents choose between providing a low-quality service (a = 0) and a highquality service (a = 1).
This may correspond to a service-differentiated network model where packets are forwarded on a best-effort or a priority basis [5] . In contrast to drop versus forward, a packet may still reach the next hop (albeit with a lower probability) even if the low-effort action is taken.
As a second example, consider the practice of hot-potato routing in inter-domain routing on the Internet. Individual autonomous systems (AS's) can either adopt hot-potato routing (a = 0), where a packet is handed off to the downstream AS at the earliest possible exit, or cold-potato routing (a = 1), where an AS carries the packet within its network as close to the destination as possible before handing it over to the downstream AS. In the absence of explicit incentives, it is not surprising that AS's choose hot-potato routing to minimize their costs, even though it may lead to suboptimal routes [25] , [26] .
In both examples, in the absence of contracts, a rational agent would exert low-effort, resulting in a lower system performance. Nevertheless, this behavior can be avoided with an appropriate design of contracts.
Formally, the probability that a packet successfully gets from agent i to agent i + 1 is:
In what follows we show that in the QoS model, even in the sequential-links topology, the principal loses from his inability to observe individual actions.
Proposition 6.1: In the sequential-links topology, where agents decide whether to send traffic with high priority or low priority, the expected payment to each agent in the optimal contract exceeds its expected cost.
In section III, we found that in sequential-links topologies, the principal can achieve the optimal solution by observing only the final outcome if the actions of the agents are limited to drop versus forward. This is because the agents cannot free ride on others. If any single agent does not exert effort, a delivery failure is guaranteed and it obtains the low payment with certainty. In contrast, in the QoS model, as well as the parallel-links scenario, the agents have the opportunity to free ride on others, since the packet may reach the destination even if they do not exert effort. As a result, the principal cannot obtain the first best solution in the absence of monitoring. In these scenarios, per-hop monitoring improves the utility of the principal. In the absence of monitoring, the principal may achieve the optimal solution by imposing penalty on the agents upon failure (i.e., by setting s B i < 0), but the LL constraint eliminates this option. Note that other results that apply to the drop/forward model do not generalize to the QoS model. For example, even in the very basic topology of sequential links, the principal's utility under recursive contracts is lower than under direct ones.
VII. UNKNOWN TRANSIT COSTS
In certain network settings, the transit costs of links along the forwarding path may not be identical and may not be common knowledge, i.e., the transit costs may be hidden information. In this section, we study whether it is possible to design contracts that induce cooperative behavior in the presence of both hidden-action and hidden-information.
Algorithmic mechanism design addresses the problem of private information in computational settings by proposing mechanisms that induce rational agents to reveal their private information in computational settings. In their seminal paper [19] , Nisan and Ronen presented a case study of routing in communication networks. In their setting, each router in the network has a private transit cost, and it acts strategically and declares a transit cost to maximize its profit. The goal is to design a mechanism that induces agents to reveal their true transit costs, such that the shortest path can be chosen. They propose a VCG-based mechanism [27] under which agents truthfully reveal their transit costs in dominant strategies. In [7] , Feigenbaum et al. devised a distributed algorithm that computes the VCG payments. While the problem of hidden information is well handled, the problem of hidden action is not considered at all. They propose that the transit routers keep track of the amount of traffic routed through them via counters, and payments are periodically transferred from the principals to the transit links based on the counter values. It is simply assumed that transit links are obedient in packet forwarding behavior, and will not update the counters without exerting high effort in message forwarding.
In the remainder of this section, we ask whether it is possible for the principal to maximize social welfare given both hidden information and hidden action. More specifically, can a mechanism be designed such that (i) agents truthfully reveal their transit costs, and (ii) the contracted agants exert effort in forwarding the message.
If k = 0 (i.e., the network is lossless), the social welfare is the difference between the principal's benefit and the total costs incurred by the contracted agents . Thus, given a set C of contracted agents, the social welfare is W = w G − i∈C c i . Clearly, choosing the shortest path maximizes social welfare. Therefore, a payment p i as proposed by [19] induces truthful revelation. In order to induce agents to engage in cooperative behavior as well, all that is needed is to make the payment contingent on arrival to the destination. Proposition 7.1: In a lossless network, the contract (s
, where p i is the VCG payment given in [19] , induces a Nash equilibrium in which all the agents truthfully reveal their transit costs and the contracted agents exert effort in forwarding.
Like in the original problem (in environments of hidden information), maximizing the social welfare boils down to finding the shortest path; therefore, both the allocation and the payments can be computed in polynomial time. Yet, while the equilibrium achieved in settings with hidden information is a dominant-strategy equilibrium, the equilibrium achieved here (i.e., when the problems of hidden information and hidden actions are combined) is a Nash equilibrium, which is a weaker solution concept. The problem of inducing agents to truthfully reveal their private information and exert effort in forwarding under lossy networks (i.e., where k > 0) is still an open problem.
VIII. CASE STUDY: INTERNET ROUTING
Inter-domain routing over the Internet involves the forwarding of packets over multiple network domains or Autonomous systems (AS's). This implies some form of economic incentives is needed to induce one network to carry traffic for another network.
We can map different deployed and proposed Internet routing schemes to the various models we have considered in this work. Border Gateway Protocol (BGP), the current inter-domain routing protocol in the Internet, computes routes based on path vectors. Since the protocol reveals only the autonomous systems (AS's) along a route but not the cost associated to them, the current BGP routing is best characterized by lack of a-priori information about transit costs. In this case, the principal (e.g., a multi-homed site or a tier-1 AS) is faced with a scenario characterized by both hidden action and hidden information. Such contracts involve paying some premium over the real cost, and it is not clear whether recursive contacts can be implemented in this scenario. In addition, the current protocol does not have the infrastructure to support implementation of direct contracts between endpoints and the network.
Recently, several new architectures have been proposed in the context of the Internet to provide the principal not only with a set of paths from which it can choose (like BGP does) but also with the performance along those paths and the network topology. One approach to obtain such information is through end-to-end probing [1] . Another approach is to have the edge networks perform measurements and discover the network topology [31] . Yet another approach is to delegate the task of obtaining topology and performance information to a third-party routing service provider [15] . These proposals are part of a broader approach to provide end hosts with greater control over the packets they send. These proposals are quite different in nature, but they are common in their attempt to provide more visibility and transparency into the network. If information about topology and transit costs is obtained, the scenario is mapped to the setting in sections III and IV. If the principal sends packets over a multi-hop path, corresponding to the sequential-links topology, then optimal contracts can be implemented with direct contracts with the individual agents along the path. Moreover, as we have shown in Section V, the optimal solution can also be implemented with recursive contracts as long as each agent can choose the next hop. In either case, monitoring information cannot further improve the principal's utility. This suggests that implementing source routing is not necessary in these architectures. Not providing source routing would lower the complexity of the architectures and eliminate the security concerns associated with source routing.
While the various proposals for acquiring network topology and performance information might imply that we can treat the network information as common knowledge and apply the mechanisms proposed in the early sections of the paper, the approach taken by these proposals is different than the mechanism design approach in that they do not deal with strategic behavior by the intermediate nodes. With the realization that the information collected may be used by the principal in subsequent contractual relationships, the intermediate nodes may behave strategically, misrepresenting their true costs to the entities that collect and aggregate such information. One recent approach that can alleviate this problem is to provide packet obituaries by having each packet to confirm its delivery or report its last successful AS hop [2] . Another approach is to have third parties like Keynote independently monitor the network performance.
IX. CONCLUSIONS
Recent advances in the field of algorithmic mechanism design addresses the issue of private information held by selfish agents in computational settings in general and in routing scenarios in particular. In this paper we tackle the complementary problem, that of hidden actions performed by the intermediate routers in network routing. This is a first step toward a general analysis of hidden actions in computational settings. To deal with hidden actions in such settings, we employ the principal-agent model with multiple agents. The solution is based on the observation that a properly designed contract, in which the payments are contingent upon the final outcome, can influence a rational agent to exert effort in forwarding a packet on behalf of the sender. We present the structure of the optimal contracts under various network topologies, and show that information about the intermediate outcomes within the network (i.e., monitoring information) may or may not improve the utility of the sender, depending on the network topology. In addition, we show that the contracts can be implemented either directly with each router on the path, or recursively such that each router contracts only with its downstream router. Depending on the network topology, the recursive implementation may or may not result in a loss in the principal's utility. Finally, we study the design of contracts in scenarios that are characterized by both hidden actions and hidden information, and show that it is possible to induce an equilibrium in which all agents truthfully reveal their private information and engage in the desired actions. 
(equal expected benefit) 3) n 1 < n 2 (path 1 is shorter than path 2) the expected principal's utility in the longer path is higher than his expected utility in the shorter path.
Proof: Since the probability of success is equal in the two paths, it is sufficient to show that the total payments are the same. The total payment in path j is given by: The expected payment in path j is given by:
We get:
By Equation 2, the above inequation holds if and only if
which (by Equation 1) holds if and only if
ln(1−k1) . Substituting for n 1 , we get:
But from Equations 2 and 3, it follows that k 1 > k 2 . Therefore, ln(1−k1) < ln(1−k 2 ), and therefore • If the limited liability (LL) constraint is not imposed, then the optimal payment schedule is:
and the expected payment to each agent equals its expected cost.
• If the LL constraint is imposed, the optimal payment schedule is:
and the expected payment to each agent exceeds its expected cost.
When the LL constraint is not imposed, the IC and IR constraints for each agent i can be expressed as follows:
The above constraints can be expressed as follows, based on Eq. 1:
Both constraints bind, and by solving the two equations, we obtain the payments that are given above. The expected cost of each link is c, since any link is a direct neighbor of the sender and thus gets the message with certainty. The expected payment to agent i is given by:
Thus, if the LL constraint is not imposed, the principal can achieve a contract in which he pays each link exactly its expected payment. Note that the payment upon a delivery failure is negative in this case (i.e., the agents pay the sender).
If the LL constraint is imposed, then in the optimal contract s 1−k) . The expected cost of each agent i is c, while its expected payment is: The proof to this proposition is already implied in the findings of the previous section. We found that in the absence of per-hop information, the expected cost of each intermediate node equals its expected payment. In order to satisfy the IR constraint, it is essential to pay each intermediate node an expected amount of at least its expected cost; otherwise, the node would be better-off not participating. Therefore, no other payment scheme can reduce the expected payment from the principal to the intermediate nodes. In addition, if all nodes are incented to forward packets, the probability that the packet reaches the destination is the same in both scenarios, thus the expected benefit of the principal is the same. Indeed, we have found that even in the absence of per-hop monitoring information, the principal achieves the first-best solution. Proof: The expected utility of the principal is the difference between its expected benefit and its expected payment. Because the expected benefit when all nodes forward is the same under both scenarios, we only need to show that the expected total payment is identical as well. If the payments are contingent on individual success, the principal needs to satisfy the following constraint: Proof: We first consider the case of per-hop monitoring. Under per-hop monitoring, the principal needs to satisfy the IC and IR constraints given in Equations 6 and 7, which yields the optimal payments s . Under these payments, as shown in Section III, the expected payment to each agent equals its expected cost as well.
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Proposition 5.2
Proof: Since the principal's expected benefit in both cases is the probability of success given that all the agents exert effort multiplied by the principal's value from a successful transmission, we only have to show that the expected total payments are equal. In a recursive contract, each agent contracts with its downstream agent once it receives the message. Thus, it incurs the cost with certainty and gains the difference between its payment and the payment it needs to transfer if the message reaches the destination. In a contract with agent i (the i'th agent on the path), the following constraint should be satisfied:
substituting the probability of success, we get for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n: s
Substituting these values recursively, we get:
and the expected total payment is
which is equal to the total expected payment in direct payments, as expressed in Eq. 8. figure 3 , a recursive contract that induces all agents to exert effort is more expensive than a direct contract.
Claim 5.3 For the parallel-paths topology given in
Proof: Consider the constraint that agent A needs to satisfy in order to induce agent B to exert effort. Here,ŝ denotes the payment in the recursive case. . Given this payment, the constraint that the principal needs to satisfy in order to induce A to both exert effort and induce B to exert effort is given by:
2ŝG S→A which yields:
